Tennis Match Results
Memphis vs Clemson
Mar 16, 2024 at Clemson, SC
(Duckworth Family Tennis Facility)

#20 Memphis 4, Clemson 2

**Singles competition**

1. #68 Pablo Alemany (MEM) def. Ryuhei Azuma (CU) 6-4, 7-5
2. #75 Wissam Abderrahman (CU) def. Conor Gannon (MEM) 6-4, 7-6 (7-5)
3. Harry Rock (MEM) def. Marko Mesarovic (CU) 6-4, 6-4
4. Noa Vukadin (CU) vs. Pau Fanlo (MEM) 7-6 (7-1), 5-4, unfinished
5. Stewart Aronson (CU) def. Mika Berghaus (MEM) 6-1, 4-6, 4-0, retired
6. Maxime Dubouch (MEM) def. Matt Pitts (CU) 7-6 (7-3), 7-5

**Doubles competition**

1. #25 Pablo Alemany/Charlie Barry (MEM) def. #62 Max Smith/Noa Vukadin (CU) 7-6 (7-4)
2. Conor Gannon/Harry Rock (MEM) def. Max Damm/Wissam Abderrahman (CU) 6-3
3. Stewart Aronson/Marko Mesarovic (CU) def. Pau Fanlo/Sam Reeve (MEM) 6-2

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (1,3,5,2,6)